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intelliflo widens access to financial advice through leading technology which powers the financial advisory experience. They use open software architecture combined with unmatched industry experience to simplify a complex digital landscape to help their customers thrive and grow. Their solutions support over 30,000 financial professionals worldwide, representing over three million end-investors, with over $1 trillion advised across their platforms.

Compelling Event
intelliflo, a global leader in financial advice technology, planned to leverage AWS to support multiple regions. As they began migrating to AWS, they realized their Jenkins pipelines were too brittle.

Software Delivery Challenges
• intelliflo custom scripted its deployment pipelines using a combination of Ansible and Jenkins.
• This fragile structure required 2 dedicated FTEs for Jenkins maintenance.
• intelliflo was deploying 10 times a day.
• It would have cost intelliflo 6 developers for 5 months to update their Jenkins pipelines to be compatible with their new modern infrastructure.

Cloud Cost Challenges
• Harness provides out of the box blue green deployments that can be set up using an intuitive UI.
• intelliflo has deployed over 100 services and over 2500 instances in several months.
• intelliflo averages 200+ deployments a day.
• Harness GitOps allows developers to easily craft their own deployment pipelines.
• Harness has helped intelliflo centralize and manage environment configuration. The configuration in Harness is used as single source of truth.

Business Impact & ROI
• $375,000 in developer hours saved by avoiding migration maintenance.
• $250,000 saved in CI/CD maintenance cost per year.
• 20X deployment velocity.

We went from 2-3 services to 40 in just a few weeks, I was expecting it to take months.”

Marc Pearce | Cloud Operations Manager

Harness is the first complete software delivery platform. Continuous Integration, Continuous Delivery, Feature Flags, and Cloud Cost Management are all combined into the perfect pipeline.
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Jenkins FTEs? No Thanks! Here’s How intelliflo Repurposed 2 Engineers While Increasing Deployment Velocity 20x

“He is flexible and allows us to deploy the way we want.”

Marc Pearce | Cloud Operations Manager